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Abstract
This paper presents the design and implementation of a n intelligent document understanding and reproduction system. The
system analyses a printed document t o create an electronic document. The electronic document is written in a standard typesetting language ( L w ), and is thus human usable. The output from processing the electronic document closely resembles
the original printed document. A new document understanding
technique, which utilises the Definite Clause Grammar formalism, has been developed.
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Introduction

A considerable amount of research has been devoted to the
subareas of spatial and logical analysis [GOR93], [WAN89],
[NAG92], [BAISO] and [TSU9O]. However, objectives of previous document analysis have been diverse, depending upon the
application. Few researchers have tried t o combine document
analysis with document reproduction [BOKSP]. Our effort in
document analysis is driven by its reproduction capabilities, using the standard typesetting package W'I)$.
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Documents in electronic form have a number of desirable features. They are easily modified, can be flexibly included in other
documents, can be quickly searched for keywords, are inexpensive t o store and can be easily distributed. Despite the growing
popularity of electronic documents, the majority of documents
are currently still in printed form. A system that can produce
an electronic document from a printed document is obviously a
useful tool. Previous approaches t o this task have been able t o
produce good hard copy reproductions, but not useful electronic
documents. This paper describes an intelligent document understanding and reproduction (the IDUR) system. Input t o the
IDUR system is the scanned image of a document. Output from
the IDUR system is a lY&X file, whose processed and printed
form closely resembles the original document. B w is one of the
most popular document preparation packages, but our approach
is general enough for most electronic document formats.
At first glance document analysis and reproduction appears
t o be predominantly a n application of optical character recognition (OCR), the objective of which is t o extract text characters
from a document image. See [MOR92], [NAG921 and [KAH87]
for a review of O C R research and techniques. However, O C R
serves only as a subordinate task within a suite of cognitive
functions [SCH92]. T h e functions determine firstly the spatial
structure, and subsequently the logical structure, of the document. The spatial structure is extracted by applying image
processing operations t o the document image. The operations
include identifying text, graphics and image blocks, performing
O C R on text blocks, determining font types and sizes, establishing positional relationships between blocks, and determining the
reading order of the document. This phase, therefore, extracts
syntactic information from the document. On the other hand,
extracting the logical structure captures the semantic information in the document. This phase of logical analysis includes
identifying headings, paragraphs, captions, etc. The transformation of a spatial structure into a logical structure can be seen
as document understanding and the reverse transformation as
document reproduction. The reverse transformation may not
be unique, because a logical structure may correspond t o a variety of spatial structures [TSUSO].
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Figure 1: System design
T h e IDUR system consists of five stages: Binarisation and
Page Layout Analysis,
Optical Character
Preprocessing,
Recognition, Document Understanding, and Document Reproduction. T h e first three stages perform the spatial analysis.
Existing techniques have been adapted in these stages. For the
final two stages, which perform the logical analysis and the code
generation, original techniques have been developed. Figure 1
shows the relationship between these stages.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes image preprocessing required before document analysis
can commence. Section 3 describes the spatial analysis component of the document analysis, and Section 5 deals with the
logical analysis. Section 4 explains how optical character recognitton interacts with the spatial and logical analysis. Concluding
remarks are given in section 6.
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Binarisation and Preprocessing

Binarisatiort is the process by which the image from a scanner
is converted t o a binary bitmap image. The scanner image will
most likely contain noise and skew. Preprocessing corrects these
problems.
Noise in an image is caused by corresponding noise in the
printed document, and by defects in the scanning hardware.
There are Inany types of noise, the most harmful of which is
salt-and-pepper noise. The the IDUR system uses the kFill filter [ST0921 t o remove salt-and-pepper, and other, noise.
Skew occurs in images that have been scanned such that the
scan axis is not perpendicular to the dominant text baseline.
Skrw correction involves first determining the skew angle and
then rotating the image in the opposite direction. The IIough
Transformation method described in Hind et al. [HIN90] is used
for determining the skew angle. Care must be taken when rotating bit.maps, as many methods deform the contents of an image.
This can be particularly harmful for optical character recognition. In the IDUR system the pseudc-rotation is used (BAI901.
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3.1

Spatial Analysis
Page Layout Analysis

The page layout analysis section of the design has three components, namely (i) Segmentation, (ii) Classification and (iii) X-Y
Tree Construction.
3.1.1

Segmentation

Each page of the document image is segmented into blocks. T h e
ltun Length Smoothing Algorithm (RLSA)[CAS82] and the Projection Profilr, Method (PPM)[BAI9O] are used for this purpose.
'I'he aim of segmentation is to extract blocks that contain only
one logical structure. Examples of logical structures are headings, paragraphs, captions, and pictures. Refinements may be
made t o the segmentation during the logical analysis phase of
the IIIUR process (when additional information is known), to
further segment or t o join blocks that do not contain one logical
str~tctnre.
Efficient one pass routines that implement the RLSA and the
PPM have been developed. It is observed that the RLSA is sensitive t o stnall amounts of noise (even after preprocessing some
noise may remain). The PPM on the other hand is less sensitive
t o noise, but sometimes treats some non-noise components of
the document image as noise and produces poor segmentation.
A combination of RLSA and PPM has been used for segmentation, thus ovrrcoming the weaknesses of each method. Figure 2
is the segmentation that the IDUR system obtains when applied
to the first page of this paper.

Figure 2: S~gmentationof the first page of this document
3.1.2

Classification

After segmentation, each block is classified according to its contents. A modification of the cl~%qificationscheme presented in
[WAN891 and [CAS82] is used to determine whether each block
contains text, pictures or other information (table, equations,
etc). Their method assumes that blocks that contain text only
contain one line of text. We have relaxed this assumption t o
allow blocks containing many lines of text.
The classification of blocks is based on image features. Measures such as pixels counts, transition counts, vertical and horizontal cuts, text characteristics, and pixel run-lengths, are used
to compute the following image features:
Block eccentricity :- Az/Ay, where A z and Ay are the
block dimensions.
Transition density :- is the number of transitions expressed
as a percentage of the maximum number of transitions.
Transition densities are measured in the horizontal and
vertical directions.
Black pixel density:- is the number of black pixels expressed as a percentage of the total number of pixels in
a block. A corrected black pixel density is also calculated;
in this calculation the total number of pixels is reduced by.
a n amount proportional t o the number of blank rows in
the block.

Run length density :-is the average black pixel run length
expressed as a percentage of the maximum possible run
length. Run length densities are measured in the horizontal and vertical directions.
8

Sub-title

Cut count :- is the number of all white lines through a
block. C u t count is measured in the horizontal and vertical
directions.

Paragaph

T h e size and position of each block is also known from the
segmentation.
T h e image features are used t o classify blocks containing either text, pictures, line drawings and horizontal and vertical
lines as follows,
Text Blocks:. are characterised by high transition density,
low average run length densities, and many horizontal cuts.
A line of text can be identified by many vertical cuts. Text
blocks tend also t o have a low t o medium black pixel density.
Picture Blocks :- are characterised by high average runlength densities, no horizontal or vertical cuts, and low
transition density.
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Line-drawing Blocks :- are characterised by high white runlengths, low black run-lengths, and a very low black pixel
density.
IIorizontal and Vertical lines :- are characterised by extreme eccentricity values; very low for vertical lines and
very high for horizontal lines.

Figure 3: X-Y tree corresponding to the first page of this document.

Optical Character Recognition
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The O C R in the IDUR system provides useful data that is used
by the rest of the system. T h e extraction of text is the most
important task of the O C R unit. The text extracted from a
block is placed in an ASCII file, and the filename is returned
t o the IDUR system. Other information extracted during O C R
processing includes :
8

After the classification of blocks, blocks containing text are
passed t o OCR. All other blocks are converted t o postscript
form, t o be included into the electronic document a t a later
stage. It is of course possible to process non-text blocks more
thoroughly in order t o extract more information, such as tables
and equations.
3.1.3

X-Y Tree C o n s t r u c t i o n a n d T r a n s f o r m a t i o n s

Keywords in key-positions :- often aid the identification of
a block. T h e keyword 'Abstract' in the abstract of this
document is a n example of this. The keyword 'Reference'
is useful for identifying the reference list in a journal article.

At this stage information about each block is recorded in the
node of an X-Y tree [NAG84], one X-Y tree per document page.
Each X-Y tree node contains the position of the block in the document image, the block's classification, and other information
which is dependent on the block's classification. For example,
for a text block, the number of lines of text and the dominant
font size. T h e name of the file that contains the contents of the
block is also stored in each node. If the node corresponds t o a
text block the file contains the text extracted by OCR, otherwise
it contains the postscript form the the block.
T h e X-Y tree is an intermediate representation of the document, and represents the syntax of the document. At this point
all the necessary image processing is complete.
T h e X-Y tree corresponding t o the first page of this document is displayed in Figure 3. T h e section number and the
'Introduction' sub-title have been separated into columns.
After page layout analysis the spatial structure of each page
is known. The X-Y trees corresponding t o each page are merged
t o build the spatial structure of the entire document. Document
understanding is then used t o determine the logical structure of
the document as a whole.

Font information :- is information about the fonts and font
sizes used in the text block. This information is necessary
not only for reproducing the document, but is also useful
for identifying logical components within the document.
For example, titles are often larger than the rest of the
text in a document, and are often printed in bold font or
are underlined. Words a t the start of a text block may also
be printed in a different font for highlighting purposes.

Data type information:- may also aid block identification.
It is useful to know if the primary d a t a type is alphabetic,
numeric or symbolic, or if the first few characters are of
this type. Subtitles often start with a number, and list
elements often start with a numeric or symbolic character
(e.g., this list starts with bullets).
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5.1

Logical Analysis
Document Understanding

Document understanding is the process whereby the semantics
of a document is extracted. We have developed a document
understanding engine (DUE) t o perform this task in the IDUR
system. The DUE is implemented in Prolog. Knowledge about
the basic structure of a variety of documents is encoded in a rule
base. Knowledge in the rule base is used t o effectively parse the
X-Y tree, while analysing and identifying the logical components
of the document.

Input to the DUE is the X-Y tree. Output from the DUE is
typesetting codes, which are written to an output file. The
rule base is maintained in the form of a Definite Clause Grammar
(DCG) [PERBO]. Since the DCG formalism requires a list as
input, the X-Y tree is transformed to produce a X-Y list. The
transformation corresponds to those presented in [TSU90]. We
have chosen to transform the tree assuming a left to right, top
to bottom reading order (however, other reading orders could
be used). The DUE parses the X-Y list to determine the logical
structure of the document. The X-Y list corresponding to the
X-Y tree in Figure 3 is shown in Figure 4.

journal-components --> (picture;paragraph;title;
sub-tit1e;list) ,
journal-components.

'
I
,
Associate a s e c t i o n number with a s u b t i t l e .
% This f i x e s t h e segmentation problem
sub-title
--> section-number,
section-name.

% s u b t i t l e without a s e c t i o n number.
--> section-name.
subtitle

--> s u b t i t l e ,

abstract

paragraphs.
paragraphs

--> paragraph,

paragraphs

--> 11.

paragraphs.

--> [XI

title

.

(is-title(X)).

% Check f o r centred t i t l e .
is-title(block(Position,OCR-Info ,-I)
:centred(Position) ,
is-bold(0CR-Info).

Figure 4: X-Y list corresponding to the X-Y tree in Figure 3
Some extra marker nodes are inserted into the X-Y list representation during the transformation process. These marker
nodes provide the DUE with global and local information which
is available at different points during the parse.
An example of a part of the DCG grammar used for technical journals follows (it is somewhat simplified for illustration
purposes).
[document-marker(start 11 ,
journal-paper,
[document-marker(end)l.

document

-->

journal-paper

--> journal-pages.

journal-pages

--> journal-page,
journal-pages.

% Journal a r t i c l e with an a b s t r a c t on f i r s t page
j ournal-page
--> [page-marker(Page-Info)] ,
title,
optional (address),
optional(date) ,
abstract,
journal-components.

% Detect end of a page.
journal-components --> [page-marker(and)'J ,! .
% Typical journal comvonents

The grammar used here is quite intuitive. Errors in the segmentation can be are tolerated by appropriate coding of the
grammar, as is done with the s u b - t i t l e predicate. The
documentmarkers and pagemarker are examples of the extra
nodes inserted into the X-Y list. The documentmarker is used
to inform the DUE about global information regarding the document being parsed, and also information about how the document should be reproduced. The pagemarker is used to inform
the DUE about information global to a page (for example, information about the average font-size & type, page margins etc.).
It can also be used to make local changes to the reproduction.

5.2

Code Generation

As the document is being parsed by the DUE, JY&X typesetting
codes are generated (this is not shown in the DCG eode above).
These codes form the electronic version of the document.
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Conclusion

An intelligent document understanding and reproduction system
has been described. To be able to produce a useful electronic
document it is necessary to analyse the physical structure of the
document (spatial analysis), and to identify the logical compcnents of the document within logical structure of the document
as a whole (logical analysis). Standard image processing techniques have been successfully employed for the spatial analysis.
The IDUR system uses the DCG formalism to encode the grammar of documents, and uses this grammar as the basis for the
logical analysis. This is an original technique for this task.
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